Victims of a volcano?

Dust clarifies African climate changes
The future of the science doctorate goes under the microscope in this special issue of Science. And the most pressing question new graduates pose about that future, as illustrated in this image, is, Will I get a job? To adapt to a shrinking job pool, many are proposing Ph.D. population control, curriculum changes, and altering the research university in very basic ways. See the special News section "Careers '95: The Future of the Ph.D." beginning on page 121. [Illustration: Jody May]
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The U.S. science Ph.D. seems to have hit a wall—hard. After decades of expansion, the number of scientists seeking research grants and research jobs appears, in the eyes of many, to have outstripped the money available to supply them. Cell biologist Richard McIntosh, former president of the American Society for Cell Biology, has described the situation as a “Malthusian crisis.”

The first group to run into this harsh reality was physical scientists. With the shrinkage of the defense industry after the crumbling of the Iron Curtain beginning in 1989, there were fewer research jobs, says provost Mark Wrighton of Washington University in St. Louis. At the same time, the “biological revolution” of the last few decades had created a renewed surge of interest in the life sciences, says Ed Penhoet, chief executive officer of the biotech firm Chiron Corp. in Emeryville, California. The result: more people competing for fewer jobs. And attempts to reduce the federal deficit have reduced hopes for new growth in science budgets.

The effects of this changing environment are sweeping, and in this special issue of Science, we explore some of the most important features. Until now, says Karen Holbrook, vice president for research and dean of the graduate school at the University of Florida, Gainesville, “policies for graduate education, particularly in science and engineering, have not been seriously considered since the end of World War II.” But what began as complaints by jobless physicists has grown into a debate that is embroiling the entire community. Many favor curtailing Ph.D. production—and even those who don’t are talking about altering the curriculum to make Ph.D.s more marketable in a changing economy. Research universities, too, are changing, in ways that will affect the careers of scientists for years to come. (Early next year, Science will examine the changes affecting graduate education in Europe and Asia.)

**Birth Control.** The major sign that things have changed in U.S. science is that some scientists—and some scientific societies, such as the American Chemical Society—are calling for reductions in the number of Ph.D.s being trained. The establishment—that is, scientists representing the National Science Foundation and the National Academy of Sciences—has been resisting calls for restrictions. Instead, the message, as spelled out in a recent report by the Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy (COSEPUP), is that with a “broadening” of their train-
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